Uncanny feel for the table
THE IDEA OF COMMEMORATING BRIDGE

BY PUNEET GANGAL

For many years I have been toying with the idea of
paying a tribute to my father who was a classy Bridge
player. He was the master of both theory and
practice, well-read, and an uncanny feel for the table.
I imbibed the basics of the game by merely watching
him play since I was a child aged 8. He would play
every day and as I continued watching was simply
intrigued by what cards can do in the hands of a
maestro. Bridge was his life and soul - he ate, drank
and slept Bridge. It was an obsession, which happily
I too have inherited. In those good old days, it was
only Rubber Bridge, mind you m talking of 1959 and
early 60's. His first foray into competitive Bridge came
in 1974 when we won a team trophy together in 1974
organized by Bikaner Bridge Association (see pic
showing him receiving the trophy from Maharaja
Karni Singh of Bikaner.
This was enough for him and me to be bitten by the
bug called Bridge. There was no stopping now and
together we won several Laurels both at the State
and National level. Bridge was his lifeline and the
moment he came to know that he could play no
longer he just withered away within a span of a
couple of months in 2004. I thought it would be
worth its while to recount one of the deals he was
involved in at the Summer Nationals of 1984-85 held
in 1984 or 1985. He was playing for Rajasthan and the
minnows were pitted against the giants of West
Bengal.

It was David vs Goliath. Something miraculous
needed to be done to upset the apple cart of
the giants. Suddenly a deal arrived where we
were NV against them V. I picked up my hand
and lo! it was an absolute Yarborough.
XXXX,XXXXX,XXXX,VOID. My RHO opened 1D and
I butted in with a X. My LHO bid 2C forcing and
my dad bid 2S. My RHO bid 3C N they sailed into
a little slam in Clubs. During the bidding, My
RHO had cue bid Hearts. My dad was on lead
with this holding - KJXXX, KX, JX, J109X. He
thought for a moment because he could figure
out that with the High cards in his hand I rated
to have Zilch. During the auction, his RHO had
cue bid Hearts. So from Kx, he found the master
lead of the Hx. The unsuspecting declarer with a
5/4 fit in Clubs put up the Ace from AQx. If Clubs
break he had his 12 tricks. But once the Clubs
didn’t break he went down one. The Director
was promptly summoned and told how could
someone lead x from Kx. The Director was none
other than the great Y KAMLAKAR RAO and he
promptly brushed aside the objection and the
result stood despite an Appeal later. Our
partners easily made 6C. We won other deals too
and ended up winning the match 23-7. David
had made mincemeat of Goliath.

I put this idea to my siblings and they readily agreed to
go ahead with a tribute to him. But then it just dawned
on me that why should it only be in memory of my
father. Why should we forget our mother without whose
selfless cooperation my father could never have reached
the heights he did. My father was a Thomsonian Civil
Engineer and my mom a product of the famous Isabella
Thoburn College of Lucknow and St.Stephens College,
Delhi.
My father had a fiery temper but mom was just the
opposite. She was the one who kept shielding us all from
his wrath. She wasn't much of a Bridge player but
understood the game. It was, indeed, a great sacrifice on
her part because Bridge kept my father away from her
for long hours each day. But she was the type who
revelled in my father's glory and endured her solitude
without a murmur (at least we didn't hear any).Thus was
born the idea of commemorating both vide this Bridge
tournament. The team trophy, therefore, is called the VS
GANGAL TROPHY and the pairs the KAUSHALYA
GANGAL TROPHY.

"Why should we forget our
mother without whose selfless
cooperation my father could
never have reached the heights
he did."
It is, indeed, a dream come true for all of us in the
family. The time is, therefore, right to thank all
who have been instrumental in the realization of
this dream. We began with the idea of just 16
teams participating but the number has gone
past 40. warms the cockles of my heart. First and
foremost I need to thank RCBA, under the
dynamic leadership of KP Mathur who
encouraged me, to go ahead with the venture.
Next in line, I need to thank the BFI for
recognizing this tournament and the entire team
of BFH for working day and night in cohesion
with me so that every minute detail is taken care
of. It is also time to thank the generosity of my
Bridge friends, that of my friends who do not
know even the ABC of Bridge, and, of course,
members of the family without whom the dream
would not have become a reality. Thanks are also
due to my wife who spent so much time
designing the trophies and the mementoes and
locking horns with the designer. In online
tournaments, we don’t have time to thank all
those who conduct the game. So I take this
opportunity of thanking all Directors and
volunteers in advance for conducting this
memorial.
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